SuperPremium chrome plating process on all American Chrome Exhaust Products. All of our chrome exceeds a 96-hour salt spray test. OEM grade quality.
What Makes a Great Chrome Stack?

SuperPremium Chrome - The cost of a Chrome Stack is primarily influenced by the quality and thickness of the Chrome Plate and the amount of chrome and nickel applied. The quality of the plating determines how well the Chrome Stack will survive the elements.

Hot exhaust gasses, rain, salt, and dirt conspire to destroy the finish on your new Chrome Stack, resulting in rapid development of rust and discoloration. Only SuperPremium Chrome stacks feature our exclusive plating process that extends the life of the stack and maintains the beauty and shine for years longer than our competitors.

End Type - Expanded

Expanded End - Expanded Chrome Stacks have been mechanically expanded so that the Inside Diameter (ID) of the stack will fit over an existing Exhaust Pipe or Chrome Elbow of the same diameter.

End Type - Plain

Plain End - Chrome Stacks with Plain Ends are unmodified, and are the same diameter along the full length of the Stack. Typically these are used when the customer has an existing Chrome Stack or Elbow that has an Expanded End, allowing the Stack to slip inside.